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Spectral imaging in preclinical research
and clinical pathology
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Abstract. Spectral imaging methods are attracting increased interest from researchers and practitioners in basic science, pre-
clinical and clinical arenas. A combination of better labeling reagents and better optics creates opportunities to detect and measure
multiple parameters at the molecular and cellular level. These tools can provide valuable insights into the basic mechanisms
of life, and yield diagnostic and prognostic information for clinical applications. There are many multispectral technologies
available, each with its own advantages and limitations. This chapter will present an overview of the rationale for spectral
imaging, and discuss the hardware, software and sample labeling strategies that can optimize its usefulness in clinical settings.
Keywords: Image analysis, immunofluorescence, immunohistochemistry, machine-vision, multispectral imaging, oncology,
pathology, personalized medicine, segmentation
1. Opportunities in pre-clinical and clinical
tissue analysis
The tasks facing pathologists have multiplied in
recent years. Diagnosis (their traditional deliverable)
has mainly relied on principles derived from correla-
tive morphology; now, however, pathologists are asked
to go beyond assigning labels to lesions, and to provide
refined prognosis, therapeutic guidance and even treat-
ment monitoring via a series of biopsies or fine-needle
aspirations of unresected primaries or metastases. In
the realm of translational research, pathology is called
upon to validate other forms of imaging and detec-
tion, some of these molecularly based, as well as to
guide drug development from early pre-clinical to late,
post-approval clinical stages [1]. Many of these new
roles depend on detecting the abundance and possi-
bly the activation state of an increasing number of
molecules-of-interest present in tissue samples. If such
molecules can be correlated with appropriate drug
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choice and patient outcome, and can navigate through
the FDA (or equivalent) approval process, they become
so-called “companion diagnostics” and their assay may
be mandated as part of a therapeutic regimen espe-
cially as they tie in with individualized patient profiling
and drug selection [2]. These new tasks may out-
strip the capability of conventional pathology reagents
and imaging tools, especially, as is increasingly the
case, when the amount of available tissue is limiting.
Fortunately, relatively new reagents, methods and soft-
ware approaches have been developed that can help
address these challenges. (Disclaimer: due to space-
and author-limitations, related approaches using FRET
(Fo¨rster resonance energy transfer) or FLIM (fluo-
rescence lifetime imaging microscopy) will not be
discussed here).
New molecular targets for research, diagnosis or
screening (often called “biomarkers”) are being iden-
tified, seemingly daily, and while some of these are
detectable in body fluids (or even in exhaled breath),
many of them are most informative when visualized in
largely intact cells and tissue. Tissue-based detection
of molecular events takes advantage of accumulated
experience developed through decades of examining
2210-7177/12/$27.50 © 2012 – IOS Press and the authors. All rights reserved
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samples stained with standard histology dyes [3, 4]
— consequently, a molecular phenotype can be inter-
preted with the help of a rich biological context.
Compatible, histology-based imaging methods include
immunofluorescence (IF) and immunohistochemistry
(IHC) [5]; their development during mid-to-late-20th
century ushered in the era of true molecular pathol-
ogy. Antibody-based methods can go beyond antigen
localization to provide information on protein post-
translational modifications such as phosphorylation
and de-phosphorylation. Such alterations are known to
play important roles in signaling pathways [6–14] and
function in a complex web of positive- and negative-
feedback [8, 9, 11, 12, 14–17]. It is probable that similar
relevant molecular assays may eventually become
part of the practice of clinical anatomic pathology,
but the current lack of consensus on which assays
to use confirms the complexity and heterogeneity of
cancer progression and underscores a need for new
approaches [18–23], perhaps focusing on so-called
driver molecules [24]. On the nucleic acid side, con-
ventional in-situ hybridization techniques targeting
DNA and mRNA have been recently been extended
to include non-coding RNAs such as miRNAs and
lincRNAs [25–27].
2. Why use microscope-based imaging for
molecular phenotyping?
As appreciation of the complexity of disease-
relevant molecular interactions has deepened, so has
the need for techniques that can look at more than
one analyte at a time. Such molecular phenotyping
can be image-based, or it can rely on techniques that
extract molecules from their native location before
assaying them. Imaging tissue, with IHC or IF, for
example, can be slow, complex and subject to a host
of confounding problems with tissue preparation and
molecular detection, and are limited to the number
of molecules that can be simultaneously detected.
In contrast, other extremely powerful and exciting
multiplexed molecular analysis methods, which now
include proteomic techniques and targeted or deep
whole genome sequencing, can survey hundreds to
millions of molecular events in parallel from a sin-
gle specimen. There is no doubt that such approaches
will have unforeseeable and profound impacts on biol-
ogy and medicine, but because these techniques are
largely not informed by spatial context, major insights
may be lost and quality assurance is made more diffi-
cult. One problem is posed by sample heterogeneity. If
the detection systems do not have good dynamic range,
molecular phenotypes representing the bulk population
can swamp out real but small signals from small cell
populations [28, 29]. These minority populations can
be of potentially greatest interest, as in the case of can-
cer stem cells thought to represent a small but critical
part of a tumor ecosystem. Secondly, it is not always
the case that the signal seen actually came from the
cells intended to be the investigation target. For exam-
ple, some samples of tissue submitted for genomic
analysis may have actually little or no tumor present,
or the tumor cells may be so diluted by host-derived
cells that the measured phenotype becomes difficult
to interpret. Some of these problems can be addressed
via careful sample preparation, including laser capture
microdissection [30, 31].
Microscopic-based imaging, on the other hand,
while not achieving the depth of molecular coverage
that the ensemble techniques can generate, never-
theless can provide unique and/or complementary
information. First of all, the fact that single cells can
be visualized means that even rare cell populations
can be studied without their signals being swamped by
those of the majority. Individual Hodgkin’s cells can
be detected and studied even when surrounded by a sea
of reactive immune cells [32]. A related advantage is
that all components of an important and complicated
microenvironment can be examined simultaneously,
providing insight into biological cross-talk present at
the tumor-host interface [33]. Also, the image itself
provides validation that the tissues being examined
are in fact the intended ones. Perhaps more impor-
tantly, image-based techniques can yield molecular
information with spatial precision that spans many
orders of magnitude, from the subcellular level (even
to single-nanometer scale) all the way up to whole
organs. Moreover, such spatial precision gains extra
value when several molecules (or cell types) can be
detected simultaneously and their location with respect
to one another evaluated.
To the extent that antibody panels [34, 35] are
usually assayed using many serial sections can be mul-
tiplexed instead onto a single slide, there could be
benefits realized in workflow, cost and case-review
effort. Advantages of multiplexing are even greater
when only limited sample is available. Not only can
more information be obtained from less tissue, but cor-
respondingly more tissue is then available for other
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molecular tests. Unfortunately, recent changes in reim-
bursement policies in the US that discourage the use
of multiple stains on single slides may strongly work
against this trend, at least in the short run.
3. Bright field vs. fluorescence (or IHC vs. IF)
There is an on-going debate as to the relative mer-
its of bright field vs. fluorescence when it comes
to performing molecular detection in tissue. Pathol-
ogy still relies almost exclusively on the traditional
microscope, with light projected through the sample
towards the eyepieces or camera (bright field mode).
Contrast is generated by absorption and scattering, typ-
ically by organic stains such as hematoxylin and eosin,
and/or by chromogens (colored labels) deposited at or
near molecular targets. Fluorescence, which uses light
emission, rather than absorption, is by contrast, the
dominant technique in basic research settings, but is
rarely found in the clinic—with the exception of some
relatively low-volume skin and renal immunopathol-
ogy applications and fluorescence in-situ hybridization
(FISH) assays for HER2 amplification. The situation
may eventually change because fluorescence-based
techniques have the potential for increased sensi-
tivity, improved dynamic range, suitability for high
levels of multiplexing even when signals are over-
lapped, no requirement for enzymatic amplification
(and therefore, improved linearity) and potential for
single-cocktail labeling approaches [36].
New labeling reagents have increased the possi-
ble utility and clinical acceptability of fluorescence
techniques. The advent of quantum dots (QDs),
semi-conductor-based fluorescent nanoparticles, for
example, was expected to boost clinical utilization of
fluorescence due to these agents’ relative resistance
to photobleaching and reasonable stability in stained
samples; their simplified optical requirements (sin-
gle excitation wavelength), and reports of successful
tissue-based multiplexing [37–39] led to early enthu-
siasm. However, quantum-dot-based labels have not
yet achieved widespread adoption, in part due to their
own properties as well as to other challenges that
fluorescence-based methods face in general [38]. One
of these is interference from various sources of aut-
ofluorescence, especially common with formalin-fixed
tissue samples [40–45]. Additional hurdles include the
requirement for complex and expensive microscopes,
and interference with typical pathology workflow.
Equally importantly, fluorescently stained specimens
do not resemble familiar bright field samples, and
because they frequently do not include a non-nuclear
counterstain (essentially, an eosin equivalent), it can
be very hard to see beyond the possibly sparse labels
to appreciate what the sample actually looks like.
The much more popular bright-field chromogenic
(colored) stains that only absorb rather than emit light
have their own set of advantages and drawbacks. Most
notably, especially when counterstained, the samples
appear familiar, and provide good spatial context for
the molecular signals. The stains are relatively stable
and do not require special storage or viewing stations.
It is a major challenge, however, to achieve repro-
ducible staining intensities with typical enzymatically
enhanced chromogen deposition (a non-linear process
sensitive to reaction conditions), and comparisons on
inter-institutional staining and interpretation of IHC
samples have often demonstrated low agreement lev-
els [46], although reasons for irreproducibility involve
far more than just the chromogen deposition step. On
the plus side, the optical measurement of the absorb-
ing molecules can be done in optical-density mode,
which should yield instrument-independent values.
This property can facilitate robust inter-institutional
comparisons (assuming the sample preparation and
staining methodologies are well controlled [47]). A
major disadvantage of bright field molecular imaging
is that, without some form of enhanced spectral dis-
crimination, it can be difficult to impossible to resolve
multiple overlapping colors and obtain even qualita-
tive data from multiplexed chromogenically stained
samples.
4. Standard microscopy and its discontents
Many pathologists may feel that additional tools
beyond just a microscope, their own eyes, and possibly
a digital camera, are not actually needed, and they
are concerned that novel, potentially expensive and
intrusive technology may not be worth its cost in either
money or time. But as the number of simultaneous
molecular targets examined goes up, the limitations
of standard imaging methods become increasingly
apparent.
The spectral resolution of the human retina (and
RGB cameras) is limited to 3 major and overlapping
spectral ranges (red, green, blue). The sensations of
colors arise from differential stimulation of these 3
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Wavelength Wavelength
Fig. 1. Color and spectral content are not synonymous.
receptors, and it should not come as a surprise that there
might be more than one way to stimulate the receptors
to equivalent activation levels. For example, the sensa-
tion, “yellow,” arises when the red and green receptors
receive equal stimulation. This can be accomplished
by a near-infinite set of combinations of other wave-
lengths in the green-red range, a phenomenon known
as metamerism [48]. Obviously, this redundancy only
deepens when more than two signals spatially overlap,
and is true in both fluorescence (additive) and bright
field (subtractive) color environments.
Conventional fluorescence imaging based on
monochrome cameras and appropriate narrow-band
filters would have no problems distinguishing a true
yellow emitter from red-plus-green signals; never-
theless, this optical set-up is still challenged by the
broad emission spectra (and long red tails) of most
organic fluorochromes, leading to overlap or crosstalk
between channels. It is difficult to design a set of filters
with acceptable light-throughput that can transmit light
coming from just one fluorescent species while com-
pletely blocking that of another. While good separation
can be achieved using multiple filter sets in standard
fluorescence microscopes (up to 6 can be installed in
typical research system), and even greater flexibility
is available if filter wheels on both the excitation and
emission paths are used [49], such flexibility involves
increased cost and complexity.
Hard-to-resolve mixtures of fluorescent signals in
many or most separate channels can be inevitable
when autofluorescence is present. Autofluorescence
is the often-unwanted spontaneous fluorescence emis-
sion of the cells or tissues being imaged not arising
from the exogenous dyes used for labeling [44, 45].
Autofluorescence is typically broad, extending a
hundred nanometers or more, and can be intense,
especially with plants, insects, worms, fish, neurons
and formalin-fixed tissues in general. It results in a
greenish-yellow haze with conventional red or green
filter sets and can decrease contrast or overwhelm
weak signals entirely. While a number of approaches
to getting rid of autofluorescence chemically have
been developed [42–45, 50], they may not be partic-
ularly effective or generally applicable. The intensity
of autofluorescence drops dramatically when the sam-
ple is excited in the red and near-infrared regions, a
phenomenon that has motivated the development of
fluorochromes emitting in the far-red. However, the
availability of NIR dyes does not solve the problem
of spectral overlap and autofluorescence in the much
more populated visible range.
5. Spectral imaging can help
Spectral imaging (also referred to as multispec-
tral or hyperspectral imaging) is a technique that has
been used in research and development in the bio-
sciences since the 1990 s, and is finally gaining traction
as the hardware and software have improved, addi-
tional application needs are emerging, and convenient
multispectral reagents, including quantum dots and
appropriately labeled primary antibodies, are becom-
ing available. Some of the hardware and software
approaches will be outlined below. Simply put, the
technique provides a spectrum (with variable spec-
tral resolution) at every pixel of an image. Analysis is
based on well-validated standard spectroscopic algo-
rithms used for decades for detecting, “unmixing” and
quantitating components in mixtures; spectral imag-
ing software essentially adapts those approaches to
provide pixel-by-pixel quantitative data. What spectral
imaging offers over conventional methods is improved
detection, validation, separation, and quantitation [40,
51, 52].
5.1. Detection
Autofluorescence, if sufficiently bright, can com-
pletely mask the presence of desired signals.
Somewhat paradoxically, spectral imaging, although
less light-efficient overall than typical microscopy
techniques, can increase sensitivity due to the increased
information content of the captured signals, and can
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Fig. 2. Removal of autofluorescence reveals an otherwise unde-
tectable YFP+ transfected cell.
detect otherwise invisible, or rather, indistinguishable,
targets. An example is given in Fig. 2, which shows
a number of cells with autofluorescence, only one
of which was expressing yellow fluorescent protein
(YFP). Using the spectrum of the autofluorescence and
YFP spectrum alone, the image can be separated to
reveal the autofluorescence signals (all cells equally
bright, predominantly nuclear, low contrast) and the
single YFP-positive cell, whose signals are predomi-
nantly cytoplasmic. In this case, the YFP signal in the
positive cell was present at only about one-tenth the
level of the autofluorescence.
5.2. Validation (or identification)
By having the spectral characteristics associated
with each channel, a user can confirm, for example,
that the green signals in their specimen that look so
promising are indeed generated by a fluorescent label,
such as Alexa Fluor 488 or green fluorescent protein,
for example, rather than being simply brightly autoflu-
orescent tissue elements. The latter may often appear
greenish (especially through a narrow-band emission
filter), but will almost certainly have a detectable opti-
cal spectrum easily distinguished from that of the
fluorescent label (see spectra in Fig. 2). Shown in
Fig. 3, a formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded section of
highly autofluorescent prostate tissue was stained for
Fig. 3. Removal of autofluorescence reveals dim signals.
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Fig. 4. Effects of nucleic acid binding on TOTO-1 spectra—detection of RNA-rich nuclear regions.
PSMA expression using a green quantum-dot-labeled
antibody. The truly bright signals in the color image
(top left) were due entirely to autofluorescence. Even
a narrow bandpass filter centered on the peak, 535-nm
emission of the quantum dot label (upper right panel)
did not reveal the luminal distribution location of the
PSMA molecules, which required spectral unmixing
to demonstrate.
Spectra can reveal environmental effects on single
dye emissions, as illustrated in Fig. 4, which shows
how spectral imaging can be used in an exploratory
mode. A cell was stained using the nucleic acid dye,
TOTO-1, spectrally imaged on a confocal instrument,
and spectra extracted from the nucleus (presumably
reflecting largely DNA-binding events) and the cyto-
plasm (RNA and possibly minor contributions from
mitochondrial DNA). Using these spectra, the image
was unmixed (although classification would have given
the same results) to delineate RNA-rich regions of the
nucleus. The spectra taken from the cell were com-
pared to spectra taken in solution when TOTO-1 was
complexed with purified RNA and DNA; the similari-
ties are evident.
Alternatively, autofluorescence arising from “inter-
esting” endogenous molecules may also carry useful
spectroscopic information. Autofluorescence spectra
of, for example, NAD(P)H [53], flavins and flavopro-
teins [54], advanced glycation end-products (AGEs)
[55], collagen and elastin [56], lipofuscins [57] and
protoporphyrin IX [58] can provide insights into nor-
mal and pathological specimens [59, 60].
5.3. Separation (also known as multiplexing)
Being able to view multiple (molecular) signals
simultaneously is one of the main attractions of
spectral imaging. There are two main approaches.
One is signal separation of multiple labels through
spectral unmixing algorithms. The second may use
unmixing as a first stage, but relies on bar-coding
techniques to increase the number of distinguishable
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entities, potentially by orders of magnitude. Both will
be discussed in greater depth below.
5.4. Quantitation and analysis
Sensitive detection and accurate signal unmixing are
prerequisites for valid quantitation of signal intensities
and other objective measurements. If signal loca-
tion and intensity cannot be determined precisely, all
further computations may be suspect. Spectral imaging
can convert semi-quantitative to quantitative assays,
while improving lower limits of sensitivity (as shown
in Figs. 2 and 3). It is consequently very important that
spectral segmentation and/or unmixing be performed
accurately, since errors at those steps will propagate;
as with every complicated technique, the methods and
algorithms must be validated and appropriate controls
included [47].
Images with the location and intensities of the
unmixed signals may be all that is necessary, since
pictures may convey all the insights required. On the
other hand, quantitation typically requires some spa-
tial manipulations (identification of regions of interest,
segmentation of nuclei, identification of subcellular
compartments, etc.) and these may benefit from man-
ual or automated image analysis tools, discussion of
which is beyond the scope of this chapter. This is a
rapidly evolving field; the new Journal of Pathology
Informatics is a good source for recent publications.
6. Some spectral imaging hardware
approaches
A tribute to human ingenuity is the fact that there
are at least 10 or so quite different technology vari-
ants of spectral imaging, including filtered cameras
(with a number of flavors), whiskbroom and pushb-
room scanners, such as the Specim or PARISS systems
[61, 62], multispectral laser confocal systems [63, 64],
Fourier transform imaging spectrometers [65], com-
puted tomography imaging spectrometers (CTIS) [66],
image replicating imaging spectrometers (IRIS) [67,
68], coded aperture snapshot spectral imagers (CASSI)
[69, 70], and snapshot spectral image slicing [71]—and
that only covers emission-side spectroscopy [72–74].
Illumination light can also be be spectrally modulated
to provide similar information [Frank, 2007 #7670,
75].
These methodologies capture spatial and spectral
information using very different imaging geometries.
Spatially, images can be acquired one point at a time
(e.g., a confocal laser scanner), one line at a time, or a
full frame at a time. The first case typically requires a
laser spot scanning over a sample, the second requires
either the sample or the optics to move, and the third
typically requires no movement of either sample or
imaging optics.
Spectrally, images can be acquired one wavelength
at a time (“band-sequential”), or many wavelengths
simultaneously—typically by diffracting the light so
that the spectral information is dispersed along a col-
lector, such as a multi-anode PMT or CCD. Airborne
remote-sensing imaging systems typically utilize a
line-scan approach, in which linear slices of the field
are spectrally dispersed onto a 2-dimensional digital
sensing array (a CCD or other device for detection
outside of the visible region). This geometry has been
adapted for use on the microscope by incorporat-
ing a scanning stage to move the slide underneath
the detector (e.g., Specim or PARISS). An alterna-
tive way of collecting all wavelengths simultaneously
involves Sagnac Fourier-transform interferometry
[76], although this approach still requires the cap-
ture of multiple full-frame images and subsequent
computation.
Finally, some approaches allow the collection of
both spectral and spatial information simultaneously,
and in a single acquisition (“snapshot”). These include
computed tomographic imaging spectroscopy (CTIS)
[66], or spectral image slicing [71], or simply arranging
multiple spectrally filtered images onto single or
multiple camera sensors, as in the Quad View prod-
uct from Photometrics, or an intriguing variant that
uses RGB sensors and custom color bandpasses
[77].
The imaging slicing spectrometer has recently been
commercialized by Rebellion Photonics, and can gen-
erate up to a 500 × 500-pixel image in as many as 200
spectral bands in a single snapshot with good light-
capture efficiency. Frame-rates up to 100 frames per
second are offered, along with real-time video-rate
spectral unmixing. While simultaneously achieving
high temporal, spectral and spatial resolution is a
formidable challenge, it appears that this goal can be
achieved. Nevertheless, at present, the most commonly
used spectral imaging techniques are those found in
confocal-based systems, the Sagnac Fourier-transform
interferometer (ASI), and a variety of band-sequential
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approaches such as those commercially available from
CRI (now PerkinElmer) and Gooch & Housego.
Regardless of the hardware technology used, a
spectral imager delivers three-dimensioned image sets
(x, y, and wavelength intensity) that contain spectral
information at every pixel. While “true” spectral
imaging can deliver spectra containing hundreds or
even thousands of spectrally distinct intensities at
each pixel, such imaging spectroscopy is generally
of less practical use than it might seem, depend-
ing on the task at hand. Capturing a subset of the
available spectral information is usually sufficient
and preferred—superfluous spectral data may simply
increase statistical noise, processing time and storage
requirements. Development of strategies for minimiz-
ing the amount of data collected while maximizing
system performance remains an area of active research
[78–80].
7. More on emission side band-sequential
imaging
Band-sequential spectral imaging is one of the more
straightforward techniques, since in its simplest form
it can be accomplished simply by having a filter wheel
containing multiple transmission filters (up to 20 in
some systems) located in the optical train in front
of the camera. The system takes a series of images
while switching filters to create a spectral data stack.
Large fields of view and/or high pixel resolution can
be achieved with this approach. Flexibility can be
achieved by having a many-position filter wheel, or the
ability to swap in and out filters with different bandpass
properties.
A particular advantage of this kind of imager is that
the number of spectral bands acquired is completely
up to the user, as opposed to techniques that collect
continuous spectra, such as diffraction grating-based
methods. Also, and importantly, dynamic range can be
preserved, since different exposures can be employed
at different wavelengths. This is helpful if, for exam-
ple, a DAPI nuclear stain in the blue is extremely
bright compared to a low-intensity fluorescent label
in the green or red regions. Having the ability to take
a very short exposure at 420 nm (blue) and a long
exposure at 680 nm (red) allows both signals to be
acquired with good signal-to-noise and without cam-
era saturation. Disadvantages of filter-wheel methods
include vibration, possible image shifts as different
filters are rotated into the field of view, and bulky
form-factors. Relatively slow switching speeds of the
mechanical device can also dominate acquisition times
and make it difficult to capture complete spectral stacks
quickly enough to be practical for imaging transient
phenomena and/or moving specimens. A variant of the
filter-based approach synchronizes a rapidly and con-
tinuously spinning filter disk with a high-speed camera,
allowing the capture of several multispectral images
per second, as is possible with the SpectroCam from
Ocean Thin Films.
Electronically tunable filters represent a promising
alternative to mechanical filter wheels for a number of
reasons. For one thing, there are no essential moving
parts, and thus no noise or vibration is generated during
wavelength switching. Secondly, the bandpasses are
stable, compared to at least older-generation glass fil-
ters that could age or delaminate. Electronic filters can
be randomly tuned, so that bands can be obtained in any
order. This can be an advantage if some dyes need to be
imaged first during data collection due to photostabil-
ity issues. Also, with some technologies, transmission
properties can be electronically altered to give control
over the bandwidths and thus manipulate the trade-off
between spectral resolution (the narrower the band-
width, the higher the resolution) and light-capture
efficiency (optimized with a large bandwidths). Dis-
advantages of most tunable filters include the fact that
overall light throughput is less than that of traditional
interference filters, by at least a factor of two (because
typical tunable filters are polarization-sensitive, and,
compared to interference filters, electronic filters usu-
ally have reduced out-of-band light rejection.
Two major tunable filter technologies are avail-
able: liquid crystal tunable filters (LCTFs) [81] and
acousto-optical tunable filters (AOTFs) [16, 82].
Both of these have been incorporated into complete
imaging systems ready for use on conventional micro-
scopes via standard C-mounts, and are accompanied
by capable software suites. Both technologies can
acquire spectral datasets over similar wavelength
ranges, and in both cases, separate filter models are
required to address visible vs. near-infrared vs. mid-IR
regions. In typical use, one would tune the filter to a
desired wavelength, take a monochrome image, step
the filter (often with a 10- or 20-nm interval), take
another image, and so on. This process can be fully
automated. The images are assembled into a spectral
stack in the computer’s memory and are available for
immediate analysis, unlike other systems that may
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require computationally intense iterative procedures
to estimate spectral content. Well-designed tunable
filters can offer diffraction-limited resolution, or even
beyond; one recent reference described using surface
plasmon particles imaged in dark field with 1-nm
spectral resolution and 1.2 nm spatial resolution [83].
The time to acquire a complete stack depends
strongly on a number of factors, most significantly on
the number of wavelengths imaged, exposure times,
filter-switching time, and camera-read-out rates. One
major distinction between LCTF- and AOTF-based
systems is filter-tuning speed. An LCTF typically can
tune from one wavelength band to another in 50 to 75
milliseconds, whereas an AOTF can tune from band
to band in about 50 microseconds. When coupled with
a fast camera, the AOTF’s tuning speed opens up the
possibility of near-real-time (i.e., video-rate) imaging
in which complete spectral cubes (with a relatively
small number of wavelengths) can be acquired, pro-
cessed and displayed without significant visual lag.
This of course requires that exposure times be short,
but that can be the case in bright field imaging of chro-
mogenically labeled specimens or with particularly
bright fluorescent samples.
Another venerable tunable filter design, originated
by C. Fabry and A. Perot back in 1899, is being revived
by VTT (www.vtt.fi) with new optical coatings and
inexpensive control hardware. With sub-millisecond
tuning speed, up to 80% optical throughput and
price points in the hundreds to low-thousands of dol-
lars/euros per filter, Fabry-Perot technology may find
its way into reasonably priced spectral imaging sys-
tems in the future.
8. Excitation- or illumination-side spectral
Imaging
Wavelength control of fluorescence excitation
sources or of bright field illumination offers some
advantages over “camera-side” spectral filtering. For
one thing, it is only the illumination path that is mod-
ulated, which leaves the optical path from sample to
camera unaffected by additional optical elements such
as tunable filters that can steal light and potentially
affect image quality. Secondly, some illumination-side
spectral sources can be tuned very rapidly, allowing
for high-speed imaging. Finally, tuning the excitation
source while capturing broadband emissions is essen-
tially performing fluorescence excitation spectroscopy
[84]; the resulting data can be used equivalently by
spectral unmixing algorithms [85, 86].
Fluorescence illumination can also benefit signifi-
cantly by being able to select and apply one or more
illumination wavelengths perfectly matched to absorp-
tion maxima of different dyes. For wide-field fluo-
rescence microscopy, there are a number of potential
technologies to choose from. Monochromator-based
light sources such as the Polychrome (Till Photonics),
MEMS-based tunable sources such as those from One-
Light or Gooch & Housego, and multi-LED solid-state
light sources (e.g., Spectral X Light Engine, Lumen-
cor; InsightSSI, Applied Precision; Colibri, Zeiss;
Photofluor, 89 North; X-Cite LED1, Lumen Dynam-
ics) enable rapid wavelength switching and selectable
bandpasses. The same hardware facilitates rapid exci-
tation switching to image eGFP, mCherry and other
fluorescent proteins, including ratiometric fluorescent
protein calcium sensors, pH, cAMP, and others.
Modern confocal microscopes are generally
equipped with one or more lasers, with typical output
being 405, 458, 476, 488, 514, 561, 592, and 633 nm.
Thanks to the broadness of the excitation spectra
of most fluorescent organic dyes and fluorescent
proteins, most confocal microscopes have not needed
excitation spectral tuning beyond that provided by
multiple lasers to achieve useful separation of each
fluorophore. The addition of tunable Ti:Sapphire
lasers for generation of multiphoton fluorescence
and second-harmonic and third-harmonic signals has
added new capabilities to microscope imaging, and
provides for additional excitation flexibility. Going
further, some confocal microscopes are now equipped
with supercontinuum white light lasers. Combined
with wavelength selection (e.g., via AOTF or AOM
control), this type of laser can deliver rapidly tunable
fluorescence excitation at any wavelength over a wide
spectral range.
9. Conventional filter cubes—still needed for
multispectral imaging?
Fluorescence imaging requires that the very bright
excitation light be excluded from the emission light
path to avoid overpowering much weaker fluores-
cent emitted signals. Typically this is accomplished
with sets of excitation and emission filters paired
with appropriate dichroic mirrors that together block
residual excitation light by as much as a million-
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Fig. 5. Five quantum dots plus DAPI spectrally imaged, unmixed and displayed. The DAPI spectrum is shown, but the DAPI signal is not
included in the composite image.
fold. Unfortunately, the tunable elements in many
multispectral imaging systems only block out-of-band
light by a factor of about 10,000-to-1, not sufficient
to clean up all the unwanted excitation light. Con-
sequently, a conventional interference filter is still
required in front of the tunable optics to block exci-
tation wavelengths. In any case, this is required for
eye-safety with standard microscope configurations:
most spectral imaging devices are connected to the
microscope via a standard C-mount, and are thus
“downstream” of the eyepieces. Without a standard
emission filter in place to block excitation light, dan-
gerous levels would be transmitted through the oculars
and into the eyes of the microscope operator.
The advent of quantum dots reagents [38, 87–89]
promised to simplify spectral imaging drastically, since
quantum dots, regardless of emitted color, can be
excited by wavelengths shorter than their emission
peak. Thus, a single standard DAPI cube, for exam-
ple, with a 500-nm longpass emission is able to excite
and transmit all QD emitters from green to far-red with
reasonable efficiency, as shown in Fig. 5.
Encouragingly, recent and intriguing developments
in optical design suggest that full-range emission and
excitation spectroscopy can be achieved without stan-
dard emission filters at all [90]—using polarization and
structured illumination to reject out-of-band excitation
light. These authors suggest that multispectral emis-
sion discrimination could be employed as a blocking
strategy as well, and this was demonstrated by Gao
et al. [91]. In the latter case, the authors suggest that a
3-fold improvement in signal-to-noise is achievable.
10. Other considerations
Other considerations for acquisition strategy include
the selection of spectral range, spectral bandwidth
(trading off spectral resolution with photon capture
efficiency) and the total number of images to be
acquired [92]. Clearly, one would like to use as small
a spectral range and as few total image acquisitions as
possible in order to cut down on imaging time, pho-
tobleaching and file size. In practice, however, when
users start to use some commercial multispectral sys-
tems they may not stray from the default (full-range)
settings for typical acquisitions, resulting in spec-
tral datasets consisting of full-frame, full-resolution
images from ∼400 to ∼700 nm with spectral steps
every 10 or 20 nm, which is almost always surplus
to requirement. The resulting bulky files and slower
acquisition and analysis performance may induce new
users to revert to imaging with more familiar, if less
capable, conventional systems.
On the other hand, if the high-resolution spectral
data is used initially to explore the spectral properties
of specimens and labels, the information obtained can
be used to optimize acquisition parameters for
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multispectral or even conventional imaging
approaches [93].
11. Image and spectral visualization,
classification and unmixing
After a spectral data set is acquired, it is presented
to the user, typically by mapping the series of spec-
tral planes into a standard color (RGB) image that has
nevertheless an optical spectrum associated with every
pixel. The user can then use this image to help guide
further analysis. Using the display tools in typical anal-
ysis software, one can “mouse” over the image and see
a live spectrum associated with each pixel presented in
another region of the screen. Mapping spectral infor-
mation into an RGB image can be adjusted by changing
which spectral ranges get combined to form the red,
green and blue planes. Thus, fluorescent signals in the
invisible, near-infrared region can be mapped into the
red region, red-region intensities mapped to green, and
so on.
Spectral image data sets can be remarkably rich in
information and require appropriate (ideally, easy-to-
use) techniques for analysis. The simplest tools are
also some of the most useful, namely, straightforward
spectroscopy, classification and unmixing. Supervised
use of these tools requires the user to interact with a
spectral library module that permits assignment of dif-
ferent spectra, typically via a series of colored (and
name-able) buttons. By clicking on a colored box and
then clicking or clicking-and-dragging in the display
window over user-specified pixels particular spectral
classes can be assembled, and their spectra shown in
the spectrum display window. The spectral features
usually are created by averaging the spectra from each
selected pixel or area into a single, average spectrum,
although some sophisticated analysis algorithms may
utilize second- or higher order statistics [94]. The spec-
tral library and display tools allow the user to directly
compare spectra of different regions or objects and
to download the spectra for further analysis. Spectra
can also be stored and recalled for use in subsequent
imaging sessions.
11.1. Spectroscopy
Fluorescent molecules can be sensitive to their envi-
ronment, shifting excitation or emission properties.
Fig. 6. Classification vs. unmixing.
This can either be a nuisance or a benefit, depending on
the application. Consequently, one of the most useful
and straightforward applications of spectral imaging is
the measurement of the emission spectra of dyes in situ,
rather than “in cuvetto,” allowing for optimization of
imaging parameters and increased understanding of the
cellular milieu (Fig. 4). Other uses for spectroscopic-
quality imaging include histology stain quality control
and color normalization for digital imaging [95].
11.2. Classification
The distinction between classification and unmix-
ing is illustrated in Fig. 6. The middle column shows
the three possible outcomes of classification. Classi-
fication is equivalent to spectral segmentation; it is
an exclusive operation in which a pixel or object is
assigned to a single class. In this case one could use
blue and red as the classes, and outcomes A or B might
occur depending on whether the central purple region
was more blue-like or red-like. Alternatively, 3 classes
(red, blue and purple) could be used for classifica-
tion, giving the result shown in outcome C. One might
use this technique to segment nucleus from cytoplasm,
since in theory, pixels in an image should belong to
one or the other class (ignoring for the moment the
problem of spatial overlap in thick samples). Unmix-
ing, on the other hand, determines the abundance of
blue and red at every pixel, and yields two separate
images containing the blue signal and the red signal, in
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Fig. 7. Spectral classification of subcellular compartments in immature blood cells.
this case with uniform intensities regardless of whether
the two signals spatially overlap (purple region) or
not.
For classification, simple similarity metrics, such
as Euclidean distance, can be used to compare the
spectrum at each pixel with the set of classification
spectra in the library, and then each pixel is assigned
the class it most resembles. In Fig. 7, a pair of imma-
ture dog white blood cells were vitally stained with a
single fluorescent dye, astrazone orange, and imaged
using an LCTF-based instrument. Spectral classifica-
tion tools (in this case, principal component analysis)
could distinguish cytoplasmic and nuclear compart-
ments from each other and moreover, distinguish the
two types of cells (which represented different stages
in white blood cell maturation). Examination of rep-
resentative spectra from these 4 regions shows how
subtle the spectral differences actually were. In this
case, the spectra were combinations of the astrazone
orange and fairly prominent cellular autofluorescence,
which varied in the different cellular compartments.
The actual classification spectra used in the clas-
sification procedure can either be derived from the
scene being analyzed or they can come from previously
stored data. Alternatively, unsupervised or spatially
constrained clustering methods can be used to explore
and analyze multispectral images. These are complex
solutions to difficult problems, typically found in the
remote sensing field, and will not be further discussed.
They may be, in fact, less useful than simple supervised
techniques that can be applied to more predictable cel-
lular or histological samples.
11.3. Unmixing
Unmixing, rather than classification, is the more
common analytical tool used with multispectral
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biomedical images. Overlapping signals in individ-
ual pixels will occur, for example, when labeled
molecular targets occupy similar or closely adjacent
cellular compartments, or when fluorescent signals are
intermingled with autofluorescence. Thus, one must
“unmix” the signals, typically using a model that treats
the measured spectrum (at each pixel) as a linear mix-
ture of 2 or more spectra [73]. A common variant
relies on a constrained linear unmixing approach [16],
which requires that there be only positive amounts of
the various signals (since mathematically, it is possi-
ble to model the data using negative abundances) and
which also ensures that the sum of all the class abun-
dances reaches 100% (in other words, no allowance
is made for the presence of unknown species in the
sample). Unmixing fluorescently labeled images can
become complicated or unreliable if there are multiple
autofluorescent species, or if the fluorescent dyes are
environmentally sensitive, and thus have varying spec-
tra in different regions of a cell or tissue depending on
local conditions. Also, the presence of non-linear inter-
actions, such as energy transfer, between fluorescent
species, such as energy transfer, will also introduce
errors if the simple mixing model is being relied upon.
Linear unmixing software (as described in [96])
can unmix the data quickly and accurately. If pre-
existing measurements of the spectral properties of
each component are available and assembled into
spectral “libraries” for ready use, then the unmixing
procedure requires no further interaction and can be
accomplished in milliseconds, especially if the pro-
cess is parallelized and/or ported for computations
on graphical processing units (GPUs). Alternatively,
appropriate spectra can be extracted from more com-
plex, multiply stained samples using semi-automated
spectral exploration software [40, 97]; generating
accurate libraries normally takes just a few minutes,
and once established, can be used on additional sam-
ples without further ado—as long as the samples are
imaged on the same or similar instrument platforms.
Bright field imaging has certain advantages
over fluorescence-based approaches because typically
bright field data are converted from transmission units
(what the camera natively “sees”) to optical density
(OD) units. Conversion to OD essentially makes the
spectral data independent of typically encountered
variables such as lamp intensity and color tempera-
ture, the transmission properties of any filters in the
light path, and the spectral response of the camera. The
conversion step typically involves dividing the sample
spectral image by a corresponding blank (reference)
image acquired (usually) from a clear area on a slide;
this division effectively nulls out the effects of the vari-
ables listed above, while also helpfully flat-fielding
the images. As a consequence, previously determined
spectral libraries can regularly be used and even shared
across institutions (as long as the reagents and their
intrinsic spectra remain constant). Moreover, OD val-
ues directly reflect the abundance (absorbance) of the
analytes in the specimen.
11.4. Display
After the unmixing step, the individual abundance
images generated for each of the unmixed components
can be combined into a “component” image contain-
ing all the unmixed species in one multiplane display
and manipulated like “levels” in Photoshop. Individ-
ual components can be rendered visible or invisible as
required, and can be re-colorized or otherwise adjusted
for maximum visual clarity (Fig. 8). At the same time,
the quantitative data from each of the unmixed com-
ponents is available for analysis. Such data is essential
for determining co-localization behavior, as simple
Boolean operations, or more elaborated approaches,
can be used to determine whether any pixel or anatomic
structure is simultaneously positive for two or more
markers.
When unmixing absorbing, chromogenically
labeled samples, it is possible to display the unmixed
results layered over a bright field background of just
the hematoxylin (or even H&E) signal to mimic the
appearance of conventional single-color stains. Addi-
tionally, one can re-color stains (for example, from
brown to green) to enhance legibility. Similarly, it can
be helpful to invert the color space and present the
unmixing results in “pseudo-fluorescence”; sometimes
having additive signals (in which red + green = brighter
yellow, for example) against a black background can
be a more useful viewing mode.
The converse is also true: fluorescence images
can be inverted and re-colored to resemble bright
field immunohistochemical preparations. These can be
much easier to evaluate visually, not least because spa-
tial context becomes more visible. This maneuver may
make it more likely that fluorescence-enabled tech-
niques will increasingly become part of the standard
pathology tool chest. No matter what manipulations
are used to enhance usability, it is important to recog-
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Fig. 8. Mouse bowel spectrally imaged. Four Alexa dyes and autofluorescence are unmixed; an AF-free composite is shown.
nize that these are just display options and do not affect
the underlying quantitative data.
12. Bar-coding (combinatorial labeling)
Bar-coding, if technically feasible, offers up oppor-
tunities to resolve much greater sample complexity,
and combines unmixing (to de-code the fluorescent
label signal) followed by classification via look-up
table. Barcoding works for samples that do not gen-
erally have different physical targets overlapping one
another (unless the overlap can be depth-resolved
optically, as with confocal microscopy), as it may
otherwise be impossible to unambiguously assign a
classification to areas of an image with mixed bar-
code signals. One of the first major applications of
spectral imaging using this approach was spectral kary-
otyping (SKY) [98]. With over 900 citations in the 16
years since first published in 1996, SKY revolution-
ized mouse and human cytogenetics, and SKY probes
have also been generated and applied to karyotyping
non-human primates, rats and other species. SKY used
combinatorial labeling of five fluorescent dyes (plus
a DAPI counterstain for chromosome banding) and a
simple on-off binary coding of chromosomes (i.e., On-
off-off-off-off for chromosome 1, off-on-on-on-on for
chromosome 24 (Y)) since the goal was to reach 24
human chromosomes with high confidence. The spatial
constraint is that the method required cytogenetic chro-
mosome spreads, ideally with no chromosome lying on
top of another.
The Brainbow mouse [99] and its offshoots (so
far, Drosophila, C. elegans, and Arabidopsis) have
taken combinatorial labeling into the intact organism.
By combining tissue/temporally inducible Cre recom-
binase, multiplex recombination sites encompassing
multiple fluorescent protein gene cassettes, and spec-
tral confocal microscopy, the inventors of the Brainbow
mice report that by color and intensity over 90 differ-
ent neuronal clones could be distinguished. Brainbow
techniques could be further extended with additional
colors, subcellular localization marking, fluorescent-
protein-based Fucci cell cycle indicators [100], or
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fluorescent protein biosensors, to increase information
content per cell further.
Phenotyping of complex bacterial communities rep-
resents another intriguing application of bar-coding.
In a proof of principle, Valm et al. employing
RNA FISH and combinatorial labels were able to
demonstrate 28 different binary combinations of eight
fluorophores in visualizing E. coli in a model system
[101]. Subsequently, they were able to image 15 taxa
simultaneously in naturally occurring human dental
plaque.
13. How many labels can be used
simultaneously?
The answer to this, of course, is: it depends. The
limits of conventional fluorescence-based multiplex-
ing have not yet been fully explored, and will reflect
the availability and quality of appropriate labels and
ligands. Some of the factors that affect the degree of
multiplexing that can be achieved, include the optics of
the excitation and emission paths (one filter cube set or
many?), the spectral properties and stability of the fluo-
rophores, the brightness of the sample (dye brightness,
amplification techniques, abundance of the targets,
etc.), dynamic range, quantum efficiency and noise
properties of the sensor, and the amount of confound-
ing autofluorescence, and so on. A big factor affecting
the degree of multiplexing possible is which general
labeling technique is used—immunohistochemistry
(perhaps 4 to 5) versus immunofluorescence (∼10),
for example.
A lack of suitable labeling techniques that can be
readily employed without extensive in-house R& D has
been an obstacle that has slowed down the adoption of
spectral imaging. Traditional primary-secondary anti-
body tandem labeling techniques can be challenging
to extend beyond 2 or 3 labels due to the diffi-
culty of avoiding interference or cross-talk between
the reagents, although a number of useful strate-
gies have been developed to overcome these [102].
The development of advanced immunological labeling
reagents (e.g., Zenon Technology from Life Technolo-
gies) allows the simultaneous use of several primary
antibodies from the same species (e.g., mouse, rabbit,
etc.) [103]. Multi-color plus multi-intensity multiplex-
ing has also been documented using Zenon technology
in the flow-cytometer [104].
Nevertheless, much detailed optimization is typi-
cally needed for each new set of reagents or targets,
since fixation protocol, the order of antibody labeling,
choice of labels, amplification systems, appropriate
blocking, antibody dilution, antigen retrieval steps and
so on can all affect the utility of staining results. Ide-
ally, multiplexing should not interfere with sensitivity,
specificity or quantitative relationships between anti-
gens but it can happen that one antibody or chromogen
label may physically block the subsequent labeling of
the next antigen due to steric hindrance. In addition,
attempting to combine various labels may run into
problems of chemically incompatibility (e.g., trying
to use both water- and alcohol-soluble chromogens).
Finally, the use of multiple labels on a single spec-
imen increases the demands for appropriate controls
[105]. Fortunately, the advent of automated staining
systems can relieve some of the logistical effort, at
least, involved in multiplexed staining.
Some labeling strategies can facilitate multiplex-
ing. For example, having available primary antibodies
directly labeled with a variety of typical fluorescent
dyes provides for simple protocols, but does not over-
come the need for multiple excitation wavelengths to
cover the spectral gamut. In the last few years, the
situation has changed with the commercialization of
quantum dot labels that can be used either with antibod-
ies or molecular probes. Quantum dots are desirable in
that a whole spectral variety of quantum dot labels,
from the blue to the near-infrared, can be excited by a
single source in the UV and deep blue, making for a
simple optical set up [38, 106, 107]. Since the larger
(i.e., redder) quantum dots are typically proportion-
ately brighter than their smaller, bluer, versions, it can
be important, as in most multiplexing situations, to
ensure that the least abundant targets are tagged with
the brightest labels, to intensity-balance the resulting
signals as much as possible.
Some drawbacks of QDs continue to hinder their
adoption. These include: a propensity to aggregate;
blinking [108] (an attribute that can actually be used
to enhance their detectability [109, 110]); and justifi-
able concerns about toxicity [111, 112], at least for the
cadmium-selenium variety. Moreover, samples labeled
with quantum dots in vivo and then processed for rou-
tine histology generally lose the quantum dot fluores-
cence. This effect was recently shown to be due to metal
contaminants in most formaldehyde preparations, and
with suitable care, QD introduced in vivo can still be
detectable on subsequent histological sections [113].
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Fig. 9. Breast duct chromogenically stained for ER and PR, spectrally imaged in bright field and signals unmixed.
Recently a new class of multispectral dyes with cer-
tain advantages over quantum dots has been described
[39]. These dyes are readily synthesized on conven-
tional DNA synthesis machines and can be directly
attached via “click”-chemistry to targeting moieties
such as antibodies. Desirable properties include: very
small size (∼1 nm); lack of toxic elements such as
cadmium; and, like quantum dots, the capability of
multispectral family members to be excited at one,
near-UV wavelength region but to emit anywhere from
blue to far-red.
In the case of bright field imaging, multiple chro-
mogens of course exist for immunohistochemical
staining. Fortunately, the common combination of
DAB (brown), Fast Red (or the equivalent) for the
molecular stains, and hematoxylin as the counterstain
actually is quite well suited for spectral unmixing
(Fig. 9). Getting past two or three chromogenic stains
can be a challenge, but certain combinations of chro-
mogens have been identified as being suitable for
multiplexed spectral detection [102], and new chro-
mogen combinations are being developed with this
application specifically in mind. This will greatly
enhance the use of simultaneous molecular stains for
research and clinical pathology. While IHC-reagent
suppliers have begun to develop multi-color IHC
antibody- and chromogen panels (such as those, for
example, available from BioCare Medical), their kits
have largely employed labeling strategies that target
different colors to non-spatially overlapping tissue ele-
ments (to avoid problems of color mixing that can make
visual or standard digital color-based analyses diffi-
cult). If such companies develop application-specific
kits that could take advantage of improved bright field
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Fig. 10. Spectral imaging of fluorescent in-vivo molecular staining for HER2, H&E staining of FFPE tumor tissue, multispectral imaging, and
color-space remapping.
signal separation, the usefulness and thus the use of
spectral imaging in pathology would increase.
14. Going for 100-plex: alternatives to spectral
imaging
Even with the advent of robust spectral image acqui-
sition and analysis tools, spectral overlap can set
upper limits on accuracy and dynamic range, and
as the degree of multiplexing increases, so do the
difficulties. The analogous situation in flow cytome-
try is illustrative. Flow cytometry has incrementally
moved from one to as many as 18 fluorophores,
plus forward and side scatter parameters. With just
a few fluorophores in an assay, cross-talk compensa-
tion is readily achievable, but the modern (10+)-plex
flow cytometer requires elaborate instrumentation,
computer-controlled compensation and careful assay
design [114].
A way to finesse the multiplexing problem is
to do the labeling serially, rather than simultane-
ously. Serial staining, imaging, and “erasing” protocols
can provide almost arbitrary degrees of multiplex-
ing, although they can be slow and labor-intensive.
Schubert and colleagues have achieved 50-plex and
more by using just two colors, by staining, destain-
ing (actually, photobleaching), and restaining through
multiple cycles [115–117]. Using a related approach,
Hennig and colleagues employed single-stranded
DNA-conjugated antibodies, hybridizing with fluores-
cent oligonucleotides, then destaining using adjacent
quencher oligonucleotides, and repeating, all at room
temperature [118]. Currently, both these groups use
pairs of fluorescent colors, but with spectral imaging
approaches, this could be extended to four or more per
cycle [119], increasing efficiency.
A recent publication [120] described a flow-based
method that greatly exceeded the 20-plex flow bar-
rier by switching from fluorescence to mass-encoded
mass spectrometry, using the plasma-based CyTOF
mass cytometer to measure the expression levels of
34 parameters per cell. The authors believe 60 and
perhaps even 100 parameters can be measured simulta-
neously in using this method, at the rate of 1,000 cells
per second. There are ways that this technology could
eventually be extended to the analysis of solid tissues,
although probably not with cellular-scale resolution.
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15. Some additional developments and
obstacles
The impact of whole-slide imaging in pathology
may affect the adoption of multiplexed staining and
analysis. The current models have become fast enough
to support the conversion of pathology to a largely digi-
tal discipline [121]. Multispectral imaging can readily
be adapted to at least some of these slide scanning
technologies, and preliminary work has indicates that
this combination will indeed be practical and use-
ful. Having digital information for an entire specimen
will allow for statistically valid quantitative tissue seg-
mentation and quantitation techniques operating in
a largely hands-off fashion. Pathologists would then
perform a review and validation function, along with
integration of slide imaging data with other sources
of information as part of an overall clinical assessment
[122]. As the imaging step no longer takes place on the
pathologist’s desk, it is now technically feasible to per-
form fluorescence-based staining, with its potential for
enhanced multiplexing, while delivering a bright-field-
like image to the pathologist, who ultimately may be
unaware of the manner of slide preparing and imaging
(see Fig. 10).
Quality control still remains a big barrier. It is
hard enough to maintain reproducible performance in
histopathology laboratories using conventional stain-
ing methods, especially when antibodies are involved
[123]. Molecular multiplexing will greatly increase
the need for robust sample preparation and stain-
ing protocols and equally robust use of appropriate
Fig. 11. Spectral karyotype of MDA-MB-435 single cell metaphase
with 400 chromosomes. Each chromosome is pseudocolored based
on a 5-dye spectral bar code.
positive and negative controls, both qualitative and
quantitative. Moreover, with multiple analytes, it is
hard to come up with protocols, including antigen-
retrieval steps, that will work with many protein
targets simultaneously—formaldehyde is not the per-
fect fixative.
Finally, computer-aided techniques carry the risk of
user credulity: many people operating outside of their
core expertise will accept computer-generated quanti-
tative data uncritically, especially when it is difficult
or impossible to confirm the results by eye. The use of
computerized approaches must be therefore be accom-
panied by appropriate training and skepticism [124].
16. Summary
The era of spectrally resolved microscopy is still
just beginning, with new and more affordable devices
working in both wide field and confocal modes. The
challenge has now shifted from the optical engineer-
ing phase to the development of robust and easy-to-use
acquisition, analysis and presentation software tools,
and equally importantly, the parallel development of
new and existing dyes and dye (and chromogen) com-
binations. We anticipate staining methods employing
possibly 10’s of spectrally and spatially resolvable cell
or tissue-based targets will becoming feasible in the
near future, providing information simultaneously on
the morphological, molecular and metabolic status of
cells and tissues. Spectral imaging’s ability to detect
multiple analytes in unhomogenized, spatially intact,
and possibly scanty specimens at subcellular resolution
can provide information unavailable from other molec-
ular profiling approaches such as expression arrays,
targeted or deep sequencing, serum proteomics or in-
vivo molecular imaging.
Despite the potential advantages that spectral imag-
ing has to offer over ensemble-averaged molecular
assays and conventional microscopy image capture,
it still remains confined largely to the basic science
domain and has not been widely adopted in clinical
research, much less in clinical practice. This is a pity,
since robust multiplexed imaging can provide pathol-
ogy with many of the tools needed to refine prognosis,
guide therapy selection and monitor ongoing therapeu-
tic response. One can hope that the recent advances
in multispectral hardware, software, and reagents will
lead to better understanding of disease and better care
of patients.
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